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Why Care? 

Ongoing 
demand 

for 
services 

Potential 
decrease in 

gov’t 
funding 

Uniform 
Guidance 

CSBG Org. 
Standards 

Negative 
Publicity 

© 2018 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why Should CAAs Care?Increase in demand for servicesPotential decrease in government fundingIntensified competition for fundingUniform Guidance emphasis on internal controls and mitigation of fraud and abuseCSBG Organizational Standards require organization-wide risk assessment, conflict of interest policy, whistleblower policy, etc.Negative publicity resulting from ethical lapses and compliance crisesAccording to research by the Ethics Resource Center, a nonprofit that provides independent research on ethical standards and practices, a nonprofit’s leaders can virtually eliminate their organization’s ethics risk by taking steps to adopt a strong organization-wide ethical culture and to establish a well-implemented ethics and compliance program. CAAs held to a higher standard of accountability in terms of ability to exercise effective financial oversight and stewardship, to comply systematically with many laws and regulations that apply to operations and demonstrate their effectiveness
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Ethical Dilemmas: Scenario #1 

• You and several co-workers attend a conference for CAAs. 
They have made similar trips for the CAA in the past, but this 
your first. You keep your expenses very low by using the hotel 
airport shuttle ($12 round trip), economizing on meals and 
avoiding any unnecessary expenses. Part of your job involves 
comparing receipts with expense reports, and when you 
review your co-workers' receipts you see that they each used 
a taxi to and from the airport (around $30 one way), ordered 
room service breakfast instead of going to the continental 
breakfast provided by the hotel, consumed several mini-bar 
items, and sent clothes to the hotel laundry. What, if 
anything, do you do? 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

The Conference 
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Internal Controls 
• Plans, methods, policies, and procedures an organization 

employs to ensure effective resource use in fulfilling its 
mission, goals, objectives, and strategic plan. 

• COSO – Committee of Sponsoring Organizations created 
framework for establishing and evaluating internal 
controls 

– http://www.coso.org/ic.htm  

• Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government 

– http://www.gao.gov/greenbook/overview  

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Swiss cheese analogy: Think of internal controls as a stack of slices of swiss cheese. Each slice is a part of the internal control system – maybe one is your dual check signing authority policy, another is your audit committee, another is your code of ethics, another is your compliance officer. Each slide has some holes because they are not perfect guards against fraud and misconduct – they may fail from time to time. However, when you layer together multiple slices of swiss cheese, together, they act as a defense against the impact of those individual holes or ineffective controls.COSO (Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission) is a joint initiative of 5 sponsoring organizations formed in 1985 – AICPA, American Accounting Association, etc.Designed to improve organizational performance and governance, and to reduce the extent of fraud in organizations.COSO Framework has become one of the most widely used control frameworksThe COSO Framework sets forth the requirements for an effective system of internal control.An effective system provides reasonable assurance that the organization can achieve its objectives.An effective system of internal control reduces the risk of NOT achieving an objective to an acceptable level.Framework characteristics:ProcessEffected by peopleAble to provide reasonable assurance (not absolute)Geared to achievement of objective in one or more separate but overlapping categoriesAdaptable to the entity structureGovernment Accountability Office (GAO) has updated the “Green Book” (Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government) with the principles and attributes of the new COSO modelBoth the COSO model and the Green Book were specifically mentioned

http://www.coso.org/ic.htm
http://www.gao.gov/greenbook/overview
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Components 

Objectives 

Org.  
Structure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COSO’s definition of internal control:Internal control is a process effected by an entity’s board of directors, management and other personnel designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of objectives in the following categories:(1) effectiveness and efficiency of operations (includes operations, financial goals, safeguarding assets against loss) (2) reliability of reporting (financial – annual statements, program financials, cash flows/budget and nonfinancial – customer survey, board reporting, staff/asset use report, internal controls) and (3) compliance with applicable laws and regulations.3 objectives: Operations, reporting, compliance5 components: Control environment, risk assessment, control activities, information & communication, monitoring17 principles that extend over the 5 components (see cube)The control environment is the foundation for all other components of internal control.The board and senior management establish the tone from the top regarding the importance of internal control and expected standards of conduct. The control environment provides discipline, process, and structure.Risk assessment involves a dynamic and iterative process for identifying and analyzing risks to achieving the entity’s objectives, forming a basis for determining how risks should be managed. Management considers possible changes in the external environment and within its own business model that may impede its ability to achieve its objectives.Control activities are the actions established by policies and procedures to help ensure that management’s directives to mitigate risks to the achievement of objectives are carried out. Control activities are performed at all levels of the entity and at various stages within business processes, and over the technology environment.Information is necessary for the entity to carry out internal control responsibilities in support of achievement of its objectives. Communication occurs both internally and externally and provides the organization with the information needed to carry out day-to-day internal control activities. Communication enables all personnel to understand internal control responsibilities and their importance to the achievement of objectives.Ongoing evaluations, separate evaluations, or some combination of the two are used to ascertain whether each of the five components of internal control, including controls to effect the principles within each component, are present and functioning. Findings are evaluated and deficiencies are communicated in a timely manner, with serious matters reported to senior management and to the board.
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Exemplary Legal Practices and Policies Guidebook, Part I: Do the Right Thing: 
How to Cultivate a Culture of Compliance and High Ethical Standards 
http://www.caplaw.org/resources/PublicationDocuments/ExemplaryPracticesG
uidebook.html  

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can CAA leaders cultivate a culture of compliance and high ethical standards?We suggest 10 steps that CAA leaders can take to ensure compliance and ethical behavior throughout their organizations.These actions represent a continuous process that can and should be integrated into the organization’s existing operations.

http://www.caplaw.org/resources/PublicationDocuments/ExemplaryPracticesGuidebook.html
http://www.caplaw.org/resources/PublicationDocuments/ExemplaryPracticesGuidebook.html
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Role of Board: Set Tone at the Top 
• Embrace your role as gatekeeper to help 

prevent, detect, and stop unlawful activity 

• Establish tone at the very top: 
• Set expectations for senior management and company 

regarding ethics and compliance  
• Exercise due diligence in hiring and evaluating ED/senior 

management to make sure they “get it”  
• Make it obvious that board and senior management highly 

value and respect the company’s legal, compliance and 
audit functions 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tone at the top is the message about ethics and integrity that organization leaders send through their words and behaviors.Visible commitment by the organization’s board and senior management is essential to cultivating a culture of compliance and high ethical standards.The tone at the top needs to be one that emphasizes accountability, knowledge of procedures, compliance, and honesty.Failure to reinforce these principles will be an open invitation to staff to cut corners for the sake of expediency, to avoid or never learn program requirements, and to be sloppy in their attention to details like reconciling accounts and documentation.Keep in mind that modeling and reinforcing compliance and ethical behavior is a continuous, everyday process.  Managers and supervisors must lead by example.It’s not just about having a code of ethics and organizational policies. Members of the CAA’s board and management team should model the principles in the organization’s code of ethics and apply the code of ethics and organizational policies consistently.If board members and management regularly override the organization’s policies, staff will get the message that the organization does not truly value compliance and ethical behavior.It’s a daily thing, it’s not just about the big things.An example was last week we went to a training conference … and I had a couple staff with [me]. … [A]t the check-out, they offered a box lunch that was part of the conference registration fee. On the way back, one of the staff said … “Are we going to stop and get lunch?” I said … “If we’re not eating the box lunch and we’re going to stop on the road, then that’s our responsibility, not the [CAA]’s.”So, it’s not just about having these big policies, it’s about doing it every day, even in the small things.– Executive Director of a Rural CAA
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Get the Board on Board 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Prioritize compliance and ethics in 
hiring and evaluating ED 

Adopt and update compliance and 
ethics policies 

Adopt and monitor compliance and 
ethics program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following are some important steps a CAA board can take in this regard:Prioritize Ethics and Compliance in Hiring and Evaluating the Executive Director: When hiring an executive director, the board should ask candidates and their references about the candidates’ attitudes on ethics and compliance and about situations in which the candidates demonstrated leadership in these areas. The board should also conduct a background check of the chosen candidate before he or she is hired – including a criminal record check, a credit check, and a check on www.sam.gov to determine whether the candidate is excluded from participating in federal awards and contracts. (In addition, similar background checks should be required for other top managers and for other employees with financial oversight responsibilities or access to significant amounts of the organization’s funds.)The board should evaluate the executive director, in part, on his or her success in implementing systems that promote compliance and ethical behavior throughout the organization and in addressing instances of non-compliance or unethical behavior. If the board receives reports that the executive director has engaged in or approved unethical or unlawful behavior, it should promptly investigate and take disciplinary action if it is warranted (with the advice of legal counsel as necessary).Adopt (or Update) and Adhere to Code of Ethics and Conflict of Interest and Whistleblower Policies: The board should adopt (or update) a code of ethics for the organization, as well as a whistleblower policy and a conflict of interest policy. Board members should adhere to these documents and those who do not should be removed or otherwise sanctioned for their failure to do so. To ensure that they understand these documents and what it means to comply with them, board members should receive regular training with examples of what to do and what not to do under the code of ethics and conflict of interest policy, as well as how to respond under the whistleblower policy if someone approaches them with a concern about the organization’s compliance or ethical practices.Adopt and Monitor Compliance and Ethics Program: The board should adopt a resolution: Stating that the CAA is committed to the highest ethical standards and to complying with all applicable legal requirements; Outlining a program to ensure compliance with laws and ethical practices; and Delegating responsibility for the program’s implementation to specific committees and individuals  “It’s important for the board to be behind  he policies; organizations should not just generate policies from the staff level,” notes an attorney interviewed by CAPLAW on exemplary legal practices. 
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Compliance & Ethics Program Elements 

Standards 
+ 

Organizational 
Culture 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Define 

Prevent 

Detect 

Respond 

Evaluate 

Improve 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is a compliance and ethics (C&E) program?A program designed to prevent and detect criminal, fraudulent, or unethical conduct2 parts to an effective C&E program:The organization must establish standards and procedures to prevent and detect criminal conduct.The organization’s governing authority shall be knowledgeable about the content and operation of the compliance and ethics program and shall exercise reasonable oversight with respect to the implementation and effectiveness of the compliance and ethics program.Specific individual(s) within the organization shall be delegated overall operational and day-to-day operational responsibility for the compliance and ethics program. Individual(s) with operational responsibility shall report periodically to high-level personnel and, as appropriate, to the governing bodyThe organization shall take reasonable steps to communicate periodically and in a practical manner the standards and procedures of the C&E program by conducting effective training programs The organization must promote an organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct and a commitment to compliance with the law.The organization shall take reasonable steps— to ensure that the organization’s compliance and ethics program is followed, including monitoring and auditing to detect criminal conduct;to evaluate periodically the effectiveness of the organization’s compliance and ethics program; and to have and publicize a system, which may include mechanisms that allow for anonymity or confidentiality, whereby the organization’s employees and agents may report or seek guidance regarding potential or actual criminal conduct without fear of retaliation.The organization’s compliance and ethics program shall be promoted and enforced consistently throughout the organization through (A) appropriate incentives to perform in accordance with the compliance and ethics program; and (B) appropriate disciplinary measures for engaging in criminal conduct and for failing to take reasonable steps to prevent or detect criminal conduct.
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Get the Board on Board 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Communicate importance of 
compliance and ethics 

Take action on reports of 
concerns 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communicate the Importance of Compliance and Ethics: The board and top management should communicate the CAA’s commitment to compliance and ethical behavior through various means, such as memos, emails, newsletters, the CAA’s internal website, meetings, and trainings.Take Action on Reports of Ethical or Compliance Concerns: Rather than burying their heads in the sand upon receiving reports on ethical or compliance concerned, board members must take affirmative steps to notify the appropriate board committee and the full board and to ensure that the concerns are investigated and addressed.
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Think Globally 

Community Action Agency 

Tax 
clinic 

Housing 

Head 
Start 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When implementing a compliance and ethics (C&E) program, it is important to look at organization as a whole rather than as a collection of individual programs.
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Think Globally 
• Assess current ethics 

attitudes & compliance 
risks 
– See links to ethics 

assessment and risk 
management tools in toolkit 

– Findings shared with 
management staff, other 
employees and stakeholders 

– Regular and continuous 
process 

 

http://www.com
munityactionpa
rtnership.com/i
ndex.php?optio
n=com_content
&task=view&id
=99  

http://www.nonprofitrisk.org/affiliat
es/affiliates.asp  

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Ethics Resource Center recommends that “Nonprofit boards and executives should take steps to assess the present state of their organizations with regard to employee understanding of standards, perceptions of accountability, prevalence of misconduct, and strength of ethical culture.”For tips on conducting an ethics audit, see the National Council of Nonprofit’s article on “Conducting an Ethics Audit at Your Nonprofit.”Purpose of the ethics audit is to review the operations of the nonprofit organization to ensure that it both knows and complies with: (i) the minimum standards set by law (societal/ legal audit); (ii) the higher standards that the organization should have of itself (internal audit); and (iii) the highest standards that the organization strives to achieve for those with which it interacts, including donors and the general public (relational audit); and (iv) in the process, identify any areas that need improvement so corrective action can be takenAn effective way to measure an organization’s ethical climate is to survey board members, staff and volunteers. One survey CAAs can use is the online assessment of nonprofit ethics developed by the University of San Diego’s Caster Family Center for Nonprofit and Philanthropic Research. This survey helps nonprofits measure and benchmark the ethical climate of the organization in the areas of mission, communication, organizational transparency, daily ethics behaviors, governance policies and practices, decision-making and accountability.In addition to surveys, a CAA can gather information on its ethical climate through means such as: informal discussions with board members, staff, volunteers and clients; exit interviews with departing employees; client feedback and complaints; and social media feedback from members of the public. A CAA should also identify compliance risks as part of an overall risk assessment and management process.CSBG Org. Standard 4.6 (private): An organization-wide, comprehensive risk assessment has been completed within the past 2 years and reported to the governing board.The risk assessment assesses the level of controls that would be necessary to assure compliance and quality in delivering a service. Based on where the risk level comes out in the risk assessment, the CAA can look to see if the management controls that are built in are adequate. 

http://www.communityactionpartnership.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=99
http://www.communityactionpartnership.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=99
http://www.communityactionpartnership.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=99
http://www.communityactionpartnership.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=99
http://www.communityactionpartnership.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=99
http://www.communityactionpartnership.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=99
http://www.communityactionpartnership.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=99
http://www.communityactionpartnership.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=99
http://www.nonprofitrisk.org/affiliates/affiliates.asp
http://www.nonprofitrisk.org/affiliates/affiliates.asp
http://www.nonprofitrisk.org/affiliates/affiliates.asp
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Think Globally 
• Develop integrated, organization-wide systems 

 • Ensure that all employees know: 

– What the policies are; 

– How to comply with them; and 

– How to demonstrate compliance, 
including how to consistently 
document that policies are being 
followed 

 
© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example A above: The extent to which [CAA] staff do not think in terms of management and internal control systems was illustrated in analysis of the [LIHEAP] work flow. To gain an understanding of the [LIHEAP] process from initial application to payment submission, the assessment team convened a meeting of the program’s line staff and manager, financial staff, the finance director and executive director. The analysis concluded that: no individual understood the entire procedure, and no step in the process involved verification of the compliance or accuracy of client and payment information.Ensuring compliance requires implementing systems to demonstrate that regulations and policies are being followed consistently. CAPLAW recently reviewed reports from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Office of Inspector General (OIG) on CAAs and Head Start grantees, as well as Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) monitoring reports from states. An overarching theme in these reports is the importance of implementing processes and procedures – from criminal record checks to property inventory, to safety inspections and fiscal procedures to ensure that all employees know:  What the policies are; How to comply with them; and How to demonstrate compliance, including how to consistently document that policies are being followed. The importance of effective systems is highlighted by the Office of Head Start’s current emphasis on evaluating programs’ management systems. For example, the FY 2012 Head Start monitoring tool notes that it was revised to “place a greater emphasis on the systems programs have in place to enhance the quality of the delivery and management of program services.” Starting in FY2012 a section on management systems was incorporated into the monitoring tool.Importance of a systems approach: “[We] show and teach management that every action needs to be put into an overall systemic approach. We do nothing independent of a system.”
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Put It On Paper 

• Written policies and procedures: 

– Memorialize the org.’s commitment to 
compliance and ethics 

– Help board and staff understand how to act 
in accordance with that commitment 

 

 

 
© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A code of ethics and whistleblower policy are the foundation of the organization’s compliance and ethics program. Together, they set forth the organization’s ethical values and expectations, provide a means for reporting ethics and compliance concerns and prohibit retaliation against those who report such concerns in good faith.It’s important for the board to be behind the policies; organizations should not just generate policies from the staff level.– An attorney who works with nonprofits
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Scope: What Are We Complying With? 
Major Civil and Criminal Laws, 
including: 
• Grant laws and regulations 

(including requirements of 
CSBG Org. Standards) 

• Tax laws 
• Accounting rules 
• Privacy and data protection 
• Records retention 
• Employment laws 
• Fraud 
• Negligence/other tort laws 

Voluntarily Adopted 
Requirements, including: 
• Internal policies designed to 

facilitate legal compliance, 
promote safety, protect 
assets and reduce risk of 
civil liability  
– Code of Ethics & Conduct  
– Drug and alcohol policies  
– Physical security policies  
– Theft and fraud prevention  

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  
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Key Compliance Policies 
• Code of Ethics 

– Outlines practices and behaviors that staff, board and 
volunteers agree to follow 

• Whistleblower Policy 

– Encourages employees, volunteers, clients and vendors to 
report ethics and compliance concerns 

• Conflict of Interest Policy 

– Encourages board members and staff to report and 
address actual and potential conflicts of interest 

 
© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Code of Ethics: According to the Panel on the Nonprofit Sector’s “Principles for Good Governance and Ethical Practice”:  Each organization should … have a code of ethics that outlines the practices and behaviors that its staff, board, and volunteers agree to follow. The adoption of such a code, though not required by law, helps demonstrate the organization’s commitment to carry out its responsibilities ethically and effectively.Once the code of ethics has been adopted, the CAA should “include a discussion of the code of ethics in orientation sessions for new board and staff members and volunteers, and should regularly address adherence to the code in their ongoing work.”Code of Ethics vs. Code of ConductCode of Ethics is generally a statement of objectives or aspirational values that guide organizational behavior (“We commit ourselves to demonstrating the highest standards of personal integrity, truthfulness, honesty, and fortitude…”Code of Conduct generally prescribes specific behaviors for individuals, referring to what they can and cannot do relevant to their role in the organization.Some organizations may combine a code of ethics and a code of conduct into one document.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This six-section toolkit developed by CAPLAW and available as a free resource on CAPLAW’s website is intended to assist boards and management in their collaborative efforts to build well-governed and effective CAAs. The toolkit includes case scenarios and examples to help CAAs understand and apply the principles discussed. Many of the sections provide sample documents that CAAs can use as a starting point for developing their own policies.
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Drafting Policies 
 

 

 

 

Think if can 
implement 
& enforce 

Involve those 
affected in 

drafting Use “Plain 
English” and real-
life examples 

Work with an 
attorney 

Ask staff to 
acknowledge 
receipt, review 
and compliance 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When drafting policies, think about if the organization has the structures and systems in place to implement and enforce themWorse to have a policy that is not followed then to have no policy at allInvolve those affected by policies in drafting processUse “plain English” and real-life examplesWork with an attorneyRequire those subject to policies to acknowledge that they were received, reviewed, and will be followedAsk: How do your agencies remind staff members about the policies that are currently in place?Example A was faulted in a state-commissioned assessment report because:�[CAA] has written personnel policies, which are too detailed and complex, on one hand, and often ambiguous on the other. Both conditions make application and enforcement of the policies problematic. It was apparent from discussions with staff that the document is not well understood and infrequently consulted.It’s important to get staff on board with the policies being adopted and find out what they are currently doing and can do; it shouldn’t be top-down enforcement. Some clients appoint a task force. – Attorney interviewed by CAPLAW re: exemplary legal practicesMany CAAs use sample policies from other organizations and from the Internet. It is important for a CAA to review sample policies thoughtfully and work with an attorney in its state to modify the policies as necessary to meet the CAA’s individual needs and to comply with applicable federal and state laws and regulations that apply to the CAA, as well as with the terms and conditions of its agreements with government funding sources.The organization must be able to show when the policy was adopted and became effective and to show how and to whom it was communicated.  Enforcement becomes much more difficult when the organization is unable to counter the inevitable ‘I never got that’ defense.– An attorney who works with CAAs
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Code of Ethics 
• Set of principles that guide decision making, behavior 

and activities 

• Applies to employees, volunteers and board members 

• Should reflect org’s unique mission, activities and 
interactions 

 

 

 

• Possible topics to address: 
– Personal integrity 

– Organizational excellence 

– Accountability 

– Conflicts of interest 

 

 

– Personal gain 

– Employment practices 

– Nepotism 

 

 

 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of adopting such a statement formally is to provide employees, volunteers, and board members with guidelines for making ethical choices and to ensure that there is accountability for those choices. When board members of a charitable nonprofit adopt a code of ethics, they are expressing their commitment to ethical behavior. Such a commitment goes a long way to earning the public’s trust. In deciding which topics to address, you might ask: What are the principal laws and regulations applicable to our organization?What has gone wrong in the past?What else could go wrong?What guidance do we need to offer our employees?Where are there gray areas? What do we need to clarify or confirm?CAA should adopt code of conduct for board members (staff).  It should address:Employment of family of directors, staffConflicts and dualities of interestFinancial benefit to directors, staffCommon board membershipsDirectors employed by vendors, subgranteesGifts from vendors, clientsConfidentialityPolitical activityAlso, consider a code of ethics describing ethical principles for staff, board and volunteersSee sample code at www.caplaw.org (under Model Policies) 
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Conflicts of Interest Policy 
• Adopt policy with procedures for identifying 

apparent or actual conflicts of interest of board, staff 

– Directors/staff should disclose financial or other interest in 
transaction  

– Interested directors/staff shouldn’t participate in 
consideration of or vote on matter 

– Disinterested directors must decide based on comparables 
or other independent information, whether to approve 
transaction based on best interest of CAA 

– Steps taken to address conflict should be recorded 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conflict of interest policy – best practice for bylaws to require board to develop and implement a conflict of interest policy.  However, it’s better to include it as a separate document: policy usually too long to include in bylaws; if not in bylaws, can amend it without amending bylaws (which often requires a super-majority vote of board, rather than just a majority).CSBG – IM 82Full disclosure of financial interest requirements for all BM and staffRecusal/withdrawal from potential conflictTransparency regarding all financial decisions and involved partiesIndependent review processCompetitive bid processCan’t use BM as stepping stone to paid employment, must wait a reasonable pd of timeReimburse for expenses onlySmell test – call on indpt/outside counselOnce adopt a conflict policy, need to put in place mechanism to be sure that conflicts and potential conflicts are being disclosed.  Appoint a board committee (such as the audit committee) and staff person responsible for: distributing policy and disclosure forms; making sure they’re filled out and returned; reviewing completed forms; educating board members and staff re: conflicts and importance of disclosing themWho is subject to policy?Board membersTop managementStaff who make procurement decisions?Complete form with specific questionsSign policy and certify to disclosure on annual basis Process for reviewing forms and addressing conflictsDetermining whether there is an actual conflict of interest that is prohibited by either law (Head Start law, e.g.) or policy. Annual disclosure of financial interests, employment, other boards and additional disclosure at time of transactionRecord steps taken to address conflict (e.g., in minutes): RecusalIf transaction approved need to show: Comparables, Fair and reasonable and In best interest of CAA
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Whistleblower Policy 
• Key elements of a whistleblower policy: 

– To whom does it apply? 

– Is reporting required? 

– To whom does whistleblower report complaints? 

– No retaliation for good faith reporting 

– Disciplinary action for bad faith reporting 

– Point person/board committee to administer 

– Procedure for anonymous reporting 

– Confidentiality of process 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Form 990 Sarbanes-Oxley provision applies to all employers:Criminal violation:  to retaliate against employee for reporting  to law enforcement officer truthful information concerning violation of any federal lawKey elements of whistleblower protection policy: to whom it applies (directors, officers, employees, volunteers); responsibility to report violations (require or encourage reporting); no retaliation for good faith reporting; disciplinary action for bad faith reporting; central person and/or board committee (e.g. audit committee) responsible for reporting, investigating and resolving reported violations and procedure for doing so; who does person report to – supervisor (include by-pass procedure if don’t want to report to supervisor, who do supervisors report violations to) or single person designated to receive reports; procedure for anonymous reporting; confidentiality of process.  Refer them to list of resources for sample policies.
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Ethical Dilemmas: Scenario #2 

• Jackie is one of the most active and supportive members on a 
CAA’s board. She is a licensed attorney and has a small 
practice focused on nonprofit and employment law. For years, 
she has been providing legal advice to the CAA on various 
issues at no cost. Recently, however, Jackie confided in the ED 
that one of the partners of her firm is leaving to start his own 
practice, taking a number of good clients with him. She wants 
to raise the possibility of having the CAA’s board engage her 
on a more formal basis, and would of course offer the CAA a 
discount (perhaps 50%) off her regular billing rates. The CAA is 
going through an intensive review of its personnel policies and 
could use Jackie’s expert legal advice. 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Taking the Pro out of Pro Bono 
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Assign Responsibility and Require 
Accountability 

Specific 
Compliance 

Responsibilities 

Groups Individuals 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assign specific compliance responsibilities to particular groups and individuals, such as board and staff committees, senior leaders, managers, supervisors and front-line staff. Reports on corporate fraud find that the biggest drivers of increased risk of fraud are high employee turnover and decentralized operations. When there are staff vacancies due to turnover, there may not be adequate segregation of duties over the management of these funds, oversight, and strong internal controls.May forgo required review by supervisors.Management override is often present in cases involving fraud.
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Assign Responsibility and Require 
Accountability 

Ensure those involved understand their 
responsibilities by providing: 

Job 
descriptions 

Staff 
evaluations 

Board/staff 
committee 

charters 
© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Job Descriptions: Compliance and ethics responsibilities should also be included in job descriptions for all staff, including managers, supervisors and front-line staff. Managers and supervisors should be tasked with educating those who report to them about their compliance and ethics responsibilities and how to fulfill them.Evaluations: The Ethics Resource Center recommends making ethical leadership a part of performance evaluations, particularly for managers. According to the Center’s 2011 National Business Ethics Survey:The development of a strong ethics culture is largely shaped by the actions of senior executives and immediate supervisors. The most effective way to promote these leadership behaviors is to implement performance standards for managers with specific behaviors that are evaluated and rewarded.About half of CAAs that CAPLAW surveyed on exemplary legal practices include compliance as a factor in performance evaluations. Here is an example of how a rural CAA evaluates its employees on how they fulfill their compliance responsibilities:We do quarterly performance development plans (PDPs). Each individual staff person’s job is reviewed and if they are having performance issues of any kind, it’s identified at that time, or if they are doing well, it’s identified. Compliance is the top category on the [evaluation] form. ...Every staff person attaches to this [form] … a list that contains the[] basic compliance items that they are responsible for.Every staff person has a list of the compliance items that they’re responsible for on a daily, weekly, monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly and annual basis. … Every staff person knows that they have certain things that they have to do.
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Board Compliance Committee 

• Receives and discusses reports on compliance 
& ethics program 

• Periodically reports to full board on 
compliance program 

• Recommends to full board ways to improve 
compliance & ethics 

• Takes action to address problems 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One way for the board to exercise effective oversight over compliance and ethics is to designate a board committee (such as the audit committee) that does these things:Receives regular reports from management on the compliance and ethics program (including reports on C&E concerns and how they are being addressed) and discusses those reports;Periodically reports to the full board on the program; andMakes recommendations to the full board and management on improving the organization’s compliance and ethical climate and on addressing C&E problems.This committee might also be a contact for whistleblower reports of ethics and compliance concerns.
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Management Compliance 
Committee 

Made up of dept. heads and/or other senior managers 

Works with board committee 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the management level, establishing a committee of department heads and/or other senior managers (including, at a minimum, the ED and the finance and HR directors) will facilitate oversight of ethics and compliance on an organization-wide basis and demonstrate their importance to the organization.This committee should report to and work with the board compliance committee…
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Management Compliance 
Committee 

• Takes the lead in: 

– Assessing the organization’s ethical culture and 
compliance; 

– Establishing compliance systems; 

– Addressing compliance concerns; 

– Coordinating communication on compliance matters; 

– Providing training to board, staff and volunteers; and 

– Monitoring compliance 
© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…and take the lead in: Assessing the organization’s ethical culture and compliance;Establishing compliance systems;Addressing compliance concerns;Coordinating communication on compliance matters;Providing training to board, staff and volunteers; andMonitoring compliance
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Compliance Officer 

• Often a senior manager 

• Acts as point person for 
coordinating compliance 
throughout organization 

• Regularly reports on compliance 
and ethics matters to the board 

 

COMPLIANCE OFFICER 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some CAAs also designate a senior manager as the point person for coordinating compliance throughout the organization, either as a full-time job (as a compliance officer or an internal auditor) or in addition to other job responsibilities.This person should regularly report on compliance and ethics matters to the boardExample B:In a suburban CAA, the chief operating officer (COO) is tasked with managing organization-wide compliance.  The human resources (HR), fiscal, information technology (IT), and contracts departments report to him and he coordinates and manages those functions. In addition, this COO’s compliance duties include:Understanding and staying current on requirements of applicable laws, regulations, and contract terms;Educating other staff on those requirements and on the organization’s policies;Reviewing contracts and other legal documents;Drafting and communicating organizational policies;Checking to be sure the organization’s procedures are being followed; andEnsuring that the board understands its role and complies with the rules that apply to it.Example C:Another suburban CAA has a contracts compliance officer whose duties include:Reviewing grant proposals, award documents, and contracts for documentation, reporting and other requirements and communicating those requirements to others on the management staff;Drafting and reviewing agreements with partner organizations and contracts with vendors;Auditing program files; andDrafting organizational policies.Example D: Internal Audit ManagerPlanning, organizing, carrying out and overseeing the internal audit functionWorking with the CEO, executive management, and board to ensure that a system is in place which ensures that all of the CAA’s major risks are identified and analyzed on an annual basisCoordinating coverage with the CAA’s external auditors and ensuring that each party is aware of each other’s work and briefed on areas of concernMaking recommendations on the systems and procedures being reviewed, reporting on the findings and recommendations and monitoring management’s response and implementationCommunication, communication, communication is the key. There’s got to be an open dialogue with all of the stakeholders …I’ve found there’s got to be a relationship developed by the person or persons who are primarily responsible for compliance with the stakeholders, such that the stakeholders know that you’re not trying to play a game of “gotcha.”– COO of a Suburban CAA
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COMMUNICATE 
POLICIES 

Staff 
meetings 

Personnel 
manuals 

Memos 

Emails 
Staff & 

volunteer 
orientations 

Formal 
trainings 

Informal 
discussions 

Culture, Culture, Culture – Tone at the Top (and Middle) 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A CAA’s board and top management should communicate and reinforce the CAA’s commitment to compliance and ethics as well as the details of the organizational policies and procedures.Culture, culture, culture – tone at the top (and middle)Raise awareness of the importance of behaving legally and ethicallyEducate board members, staff and volunteers on how to obtain information and advice dealing with ethical and compliance questions and how to report concerns and violations.Ways to Communicate PoliciesBoard chair and executive director discuss them at staff meetingsDistribute copies in personnel manual, memos, email, intranet, etc.Review at staff and volunteer orientationDiscuss at staff meetingsProvide formal training to HR staff, supervisors, other employees and volunteersHave supervisors communicate to staff and volunteers informallyFor example, the COO of a suburban CAA notes that he spends “a lot of time with not only program directors, [but also] … with other staff members … to answer questions, to explain policies and procedures to them.”   Contrast these recommendations and practices with an observation from the state-commissioned assessment report on the CAA in Example A above: “The [assessment] team found no records of meetings of program staff, of all-staff training days, or regular use of face-to-face communication.”Managers should encourage discussion of ethics issues at staff meetings and when meeting informally with staff. For example, managers and supervisors might describe ethical issues they have faced and how they resolved them. Discussing brief case studies of ethical issues can be another way to help employees learn how to handle ethical dilemmas.
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Get Up to Speed and  
Stay Up-to-Date 

• Board and staff training 
– Customize to CAA and its operations 

– Compare CAA’s actual practices to best practices 

– Include checklists, self assessments, and post-
training action lists  

– Follow-up 

– Focus on supervisors 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A critical component of a compliance and ethics program is training to be sure that the board, management, and other staff understand the rules and requirements that apply, how to comply with those rules, and how to implement effective compliance systems.Customize to CAA and its operationsMost effective if compares the CAA’s actual practices to best practicesInclude checklists, self assessments, and post-training action lists Follow-upEspecially for supervisorsAsk: Anyone willing to share about how they conduct trainings on agency policies and procedures?More than three-quarters of the CAAs responding to CAPLAW’s exemplary legal practices survey indicated that they provide training opportunities to board members at least annually. Nearly one-third provide training two to four times per year and nearly one-fifth provide training at every board meeting.The executive director of a rural CAA notes that her board conducts training at every board meeting for about 20 to 30 minutes. Usually, the training is conducted by staff, but about 20 percent of the time, it is conducted by outside professionals (such as the CAA’s auditor training on how to read an audit).Definitely staff training has had the greatest benefit. We try to incorporate group trainings in monthly staff meetings, send staff to outside trainings appropriate to their positions and responsibilities, do webinars and take advantage of free resources available.– Executive Director of a Rural CAAWe provide ongoing training for supervisors on how to implement our policies in a fair and consistent manner, and then hold them accountable.– HR Director of an Urban CAA
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Training Formats 
IN

FO
RM

AL
 T

RA
IN

IN
G

 

Staff meetings 

On-the-job instructions 

Feedback 

Mentoring 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Informal training may occur via – staff meetings, on-the-job instructions, feedback, monitoringOne rural CAA uses webinars developed in-house to train its managers:If anyone is ever promoted into a team leader job, there is a series of webinars they have to go through that relate to the policies and procedures of the organization. They have to complete those within the first 12 months as a team leader so that they’re aware of the personnel policies and fiscal policies and the procedures they’re supposed to follow as a team leader to make sure that those are being complied with. – Executive Director of a Rural CAAThese webinars cover topics including: the CAA’s operations and strategic planning; HR topics, such as successful hiring, evaluation and discipline; management skills, such as leading teams and conflict resolution; health and safety; and Microsoft Office. See Appendix F for a full list of these webinar topics.For in-house training, it is a good idea to test employees’ understanding of training topics at the beginning and end of the training. Employees attending outside webinars or conferences can be required to write reports about how they propose to apply the concepts they learned in those trainings at their CAA.Whatever the format and venue, when offering formal training to board members, staff and volunteers, it is important for to document the date of the training, the general topics covered, and who attended it.
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Training Formats 
FO

RM
AL

 T
RA

IN
IN

G
 

Conferences 

Webinars 

Online training modules 

Mentoring 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Formal training may occur via:ConferencesWebinarsOnline training modulesCustomized on-site presentationsStaff meetingsTraining can educate employees about the firm’s policies and expectations, relevant laws and regulations, and ethical standards.They can also make employees aware of available resources, support systems, and designated personnel who can assist them with ethical and legal advice.They can also empower employees to ask tough questions and make ethical decisions.A thoughtfully designed ethics training can ensure that everyone in the organization (1) recognizes situations that might require ethical decision-making, (2) understands the values and cultures of the organization, and (3) can evaluate the impact of ethical decisions on the company in the light of its value structure.Most agree that one of the most effective methods of ethics training is to provide exercises in resolving ethical dilemmas that relate to actual situations that employees may face in their jobs. Of course, ethics training is effectively only if it is part of a broader compliance & ethics program – not sufficient if conducted solely because it is required or because it is something that competing firms are doing.Most ethics officers think that even ethics training would not have prevented the collapse of Enron due to accounting improprieties.
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Keys to Successful Ethics Training 
• Help employees identify the ethical dimensions of a decision. 
• Give employees a means to address ethical issues. 
• Help employees understand ambiguities in ethics situations. 
• Make employees aware that their actions define the 

organization’s ethical posture both internally and externally. 
• Provide direction for employees to find managers or others 

who can help them resolve ethical conflicts. 
• Eliminate the belief that ethical behavior is ever justifiable by 

stressing: 
– Stretching ethical boundaries results in unethical behavior 
– An unethical act is never in the best interests of the organization 
– The organization is held responsible for the misconduct of its members 

 
© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  
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Ethical Dilemmas: Scenario #3 

• A CAA’s annual audit has revealed some financial 
irregularities, including costs improperly charged to the CAA’s 
Head Start award and a questionable vendor contract with a 
former business partner of the ED who is being investigated 
for fraud. Due to these and other performance issues, the 
board decides to put the ED on 6 months’ probation. The chair 
of the board is a good friend of the ED’s and serves as the 
representative of an elected public official. Three months into 
the ED’s probationary period, the public official loses 
reelection, and a new public official assumes office. Without 
consulting the board, the ED sends a letter to the new public 
official, strongly recommending that she appoint the current 
board chair to allow him to keep his seat on the board. 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Taking Sides 
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Prevent Violations 
• Use incentives and discipline to encourage compliance 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask: What have you found more useful in pushing compliance into your CAAs? Carrots or sticks?Carrot: Motivational, ethical incentivesLegal compliance and potential disciplinary actionPossibilitiesExamples of enforcement actions taken against wrongdoers are helpful, but the positive messaging is the best way to motivate employeesIt’s a matter of culture and constantly talking about ethical behavior - The reason some people may not come forward is they are not sure the organization will act on their information. That means the organization must be open about sharing examples of the good that comes when employees share their concerns and problems are addressed before they escalate.Case studies about fallout from wrongdoing are helpful examples and illustrate the potential consequences of noncompliance
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Prevent Violations 
• Evaluate senior executives’ performance on ethics and 

compliance objectives 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Name Compliance 
Violations 

Audit/ 
Control 
Issues 

Compliance 
Training 
Status 

Tone at the 
Top 

Culture 
Survey 

Executive 
Director 

Chief 
Financial 
Officer 

HR Director 
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Detect & Respond 

No retaliation for 
good faith reporting 

Publicly recognize 
exemplary 

compliance & 
ethics behavior 

• Reporting process 
• Open door 
• Confidential investigation 
• Appropriate remedial action 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managers and supervisors should reassure staff and volunteers that they will not be retaliated against for good faith reportingEmployees who exhibit exemplary compliance and/or ethical behavior should be publicly recognized as a way to reinforce such behaviorEthics Resource Center:“Revisit your company’s non-retaliation policy to make sure it is well understood across the company and working effectively. … [P]ublicize retaliation policies and make clear that retaliation is itself a serious form of misconduct that will not be tolerated. Train supervisors and other managers in the proper responses to retaliation as well as behavior that might be perceived as retaliation even when that’s not the intent. And, of course, thoroughly investigate all reports of retaliation.”Recognition of Exemplary Behavior:Publicly recognizing employees who exhibit exemplary compliance and/or ethical behavior is an effective way to reinforce this behavior. For suggestions on how to do this, see the Society of Corporate Compliance and Ethics publication “Using Incentives in Your Compliance and Ethics Program.” Keep in mind that, in recognizing the employee, it is important to describe the behavior for which he or she is being recognized, in order to demonstrate to other employees specific actions they can take to live up to the CAA’s commitment to compliance and ethics.
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Trust But Verify 

• Critical component of an effective compliance 
program is internal monitoring/auditing 

• Senior management and board should 
regularly receive reports describing problems 
identified and steps being taken to correct 
them 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internal monitoring is a critical component of an effective compliance program. The senior management team and board should receive regular reports on compliance monitoring that describe problems identified and steps being taken to correct them and to ensure that they do not recur.We use checklists for nearly every process in Human Resources, such as new hire authorization, benefit enrollment, new hire orientation, status change forms.– HR Director of an Urban CAAThe accounting department performs a reconciliation of all balance sheet accounts on a monthly or quarterly basis (depending on level of activity in the account).Daily bank reconciliations are also performed to make sure that funds are available and no unauthorized transactions are completed.We also have a positive pay system in place where a listing of all checks and check numbers are submitted to the bank each time we run checks and the bank will not pay any checks or amounts not submitted on the listing without receiving verification of their validity.– CFO of an Urban CAA
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Trust But Verify 

Monitoring  

Verification 
procedures 

Periodic 
checking 

Talking to 
employees 

Internal 
assessments 

Peer reviews 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Various forms of monitoring include:Establishing and following verification proceduresPeriodically checking files and other documentationTalking to employees about how they do their jobsConducting internal assessments or peer reviewsWe use checklists for nearly every process in Human Resources, such as new hire authorization, benefit enrollment, new hire orientation, status change forms.– HR Director of an Urban CAAThe accounting department performs a reconciliation of all balance sheet accounts on a monthly or quarterly basis (depending on level of activity in the account).Daily bank reconciliations are also performed to make sure that funds are available and no unauthorized transactions are completed.We also have a positive pay system in place where a listing of all checks and check numbers are submitted to the bank each time we run checks and the bank will not pay any checks or amounts not submitted on the listing without receiving verification of their validity.– CFO of an Urban CAA
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Periodic Checks 

• Self-audits – regular checks of personnel, program, 
procurement or other files to determine if policies 
and procedures are followed 

• Techniques for monitoring compliance include: 

– Managing by walking around 

– Determining if particular task or function is being 
performed correctly 

– Conduct peer reviews 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Periodic Checks: When asked how they ensure compliance with their policies, nearly three-quarters of the CAAs responding to CAPLAW’s exemplary legal practices survey indicated that they do so through regular checks (self-audits).Managing by Walking Around: One technique that some organizations use to monitor compliance is for managers to wander around regularly and to check with employees, at random, about the status of their work. For example, managers might ride on Head Start buses, visit weatherization work sites, talk to intake workers and observe and ask questions about how employees are doing their jobs and the procedures they are following. Management guru Tom Peters has called this “Managing by Wandering Around”; others sometimes call it “Managing by Walking Around.” According to the Ethics Resource Center:Managing by Walking Around … is a way for supervisors and managers to best communicate their (task and ethical) expectations and requirements in daily, informal meetings with employees. These informal conversations give employees two sets of data. There is the spoken information that is exchanged and the inferred data that employees glean from the more subtle communications that accompany a manager’s words.Another method to determine whether a particular task or function (such as client intake or procurement) is being performed correctly is for a compliance officer or other staff person to talk to employees about how they perform that task or function, compare what employees are actually doing against the relevant written policies and procedures, and make suggestions to management about how to resolve discrepancies between policy and practice.Peer reviews: Some CAAs assess their programs and procedures through formal or informal peer reviews – Partnership’s Pathways to Excellence program, where CAAs go through a detailed self-assessment of their policies and practices and compare them to the Partnership’s 34 Standards of Excellence, representing CAA best practices. 
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Follow Through Promptly and 
Effectively 

• Promptly and effectively investigate and 
resolve complaints, reports of problems, and 
internal and external monitoring and audit 
findings 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A CAA’s compliance and ethics program will not be effective unless the CAA takes steps to promptly and effectively investigate and resolve complaints, reports of problems, and internal and external monitoring and audit findings. Analysis of the [LIHEAP] program determined that client demographics and service information was not being completely and accurately documented and reported. It was found that staff were aware of difficulties exporting [LIHEAP] payment requests to the fiscal office. No systematic analysis was performed to determine the problem and resolve it. Consequently, many eligible clients did not receive their approved energy payments, and a number of others received duplicate payments.	– State-Commissioned Assessment ReportThe [state] noted two (2) instances where former [CAA] employees presented the Board Chairperson a document of concerns regarding waste of expenditures and/or actions of the Executive Director. In addition, the Board Chairperson received a letter from the former audit firm which documented a lack of internal controls, as its reason to withdraw its services and terminate its contract with [CAA]. … [T]he Board of Directors’ Executive Committee was knowledgeable of the documented concerns; however the Committee did not provide this information to the remaining board members. … The Board must ensure that it is aware of all reported concerns and take steps to address the concerns.	– State Monitoring Report
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Follow Through Promptly and 
Effectively 

Establish 
systems 

Designate 
individuals or 
committees 

Determine 
response 

Discipline for 
breaches 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Process to be followed includes:Establishing systemsIt is important to establish a system for documenting, investigating and tracking complaints, problems, and self assessment or monitoring findings and how they are resolved. Designating individual or committeeUpon receiving reports of problems or findings, an individual or committee should be tasked with investigating the matter and reporting back to senior management and/or the board on the results of the investigation and proposed steps to resolve the matter. Determining how to respondThen, an appropriate senior manager or management or board committee should determine how to respond and assign responsibility for responding to a specific individual or individuals. Disciplining for breachesIn addition to disciplining front-line staff who may have failed to follow the CAA’s procedures, the CAA should also discipline managers if they are found not to have trained and monitored their staff to ensure that those procedures were followed.
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Continuously Improve 

Evaluate 
performance 

Learn from 
mistakes 

Review & 
update polices 
& procedures 

Communicate, 
train & 

monitor 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continuously ImproveEvaluate performanceLearn from mistakesReview and update policies and proceduresContinually communicate, train, monitor, etc.Evaluate Performance: An important step in a CAA’s continuous improvement process is to periodically evaluate its performance on ethics and compliance. A CAA can use the process it took to assess its ethical climate and compliance risks to periodically re-assess them and to determine areas to prioritize going forward. It can also examine how it is doing on accomplishing the actions recommended in this toolkit and determine where improvement is necessary.The Ethics Resource Center offers one example of an area to assess:Honestly appraise your [organization’s] response process for reported misconduct. Are investigations timely and thorough? Do appropriate consequences follow if wrongdoing is confirmed? Are whistleblowers informed about the response to their reports? Address any weaknesses identified and review … best practices for possible improvements to your [organization’s] process.Learn from Mistakes: A CAA can (and should) learn from its compliance and ethical failures and use those failures as an opportunity for analysis and improvement. One CAA describes its approach in this regard:We have this process … called a “root cause analysis.” Any time there’s any incident, any incident, or failure at any point, a root cause analysis is done, which forces people to react to the solution in a systemic way, not fix the problem in an isolated way. – Executive Director of a Rural CAATake Advantage of T&TA: In some cases, the process of learning from mistakes might include taking advantage of training and technical assistance opportunities offered by government funding sources and other organizations in the Community Action network, such as CAPLAW, the national Community Action Partnership, and state Community Action associations. Regularly reviewing the organization’s policies and procedures (have a regular schedule) and updating them as necessary is also an essential component of continuous improvement.
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Work with Attorney 
• Attorneys play a key role in helping a CAA 

maintain accountability and avoid liability 

• Find an attorney 

• Hire an attorney 

• Pay for an attorney 

• Understand an attorney’s role on the board of 
directors 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CAAs surveyed by CAPLAW underscore the importance of working with attorneys. Having ongoing access to an attorney or attorneys knowledgeable about the CAA’s areas of legal needs is the practice most often identified by these CAAs as particularly beneficial to have implemented.
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Components 

Objectives 

Org.  
Structure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 objectives: Operations, reporting, compliance5 components: Control environment, risk assessment, control activities, information & communication, monitoring17 principles that extend over the 5 components (see next slide)The control environment is the foundation for all other components of internal control.The board and senior management establish the tone from the top regarding the importance of internal control and expected standards of conduct. The control environment provides discipline, process, and structure.Risk assessment involves a dynamic and iterative process for identifying and analyzing risks to achieving the entity’s objectives, forming a basis for determining how risks should be managed. Management considers possible changes in the external environment and within its own business model that may impede its ability to achieve its objectives.Control activities are the actions established by policies and procedures to help ensure that management’s directives to mitigate risks to the achievement of objectives are carried out. Control activities are performed at all levels of the entity and at various stages within business processes, and over the technology environment.Information is necessary for the entity to carry out internal control responsibilities in support of achievement of its objectives. Communication occurs both internally and externally and provides the organization with the information needed to carry out day-to-day internal control activities. Communication enables all personnel to understand internal control responsibilities and their importance to the achievement of objectives.Ongoing evaluations, separate evaluations, or some combination of the two are used to ascertain whether each of the five components of internal control, including controls to effect the principles within each component, are present and functioning. Findings are evaluated and deficiencies are communicated in a timely manner, with serious matters reported to senior management and to the board.
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1. Demonstrates commitment to integrity and ethical values 
2. Exercises oversight responsibilities 
3. Establishes, structure, authority, and responsibility 
4. Demonstrates commitment to competence 
5. Enforces accountability 

Control 
Environment 

6. Specifies suitable objectives 
7. Identifies and analyzes risk 
8. Assesses fraud risk 
9. Identifies and analyzes significant change 

Risk Assessment 

10. Selects and develops control activities 
11. Selects and develops general controls over technology 
12. Deploys through policies and procedures 

Control Activities 

13. Uses relevant, quality information 
14. Communicates internally 
15. Communicates externally 

Information and 
Communication 

16. Conducts ongoing and/or separate evaluations 
17. Evaluates and communicates deficiencies 

Monitoring 
Activities 

© 2016 Community Action Program Legal Services, Inc.  

COSO Framework – 17 Principles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2013 update to the COSO framework articulated, for the first time, 17 principles that are the concepts underlying the five components.The framework requires that all 17 principles be present and functioning in order to have effective internal control.
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